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REVIEWS OF BOOKS. 

Grundzfige der Psyckiologie, Band I Allgcmneiner Thei, Die 
Principien der Psycho/ogie. Von HUGO MONSTERBERG. Leipzig, 
1900.-pp. xii, 565. 
In the preface to the present volume, Professor Mfinsterberg prepares 

us for the body of his work, by saying that his purpose is not so much 
to report facts and laws as it is to discuss the problems of psychology, 
and to urge their reconsideration. Especially is the first volume, the 
author confesses, intended as a book of battle. And the reader soon 
finds himself indeed in the presence of the captains and the shouting. 
It would be interesting to report, like a true war-correspondent, the 
personal casualties; but for them the reader must go to the pages 
themselves, and be content here with the mere principles involved, 
and with the general result. To avoid suspense, however, we may 
say that the protagonist himself never admits a scratch, while James, 
his lieber Co/leg, suffers severely; and Wundt is of course well nigh slain. 

What Professor Miinsterberg is fighting for is, as he expresses it, an 
idealism that will give complete liberty to physiological psychology. 
The tendency of the physiological psychologists has been to make 
light of the world of ideals. The temptation of the idealists has been 
to leave gaps in the system of physiological events so that certain of 
the highest spiritual processes might be free from physical control. 
The author here proposes a platform on which, he believes, both sides 
can meet; he has found what the Hegelians call a ' higher synthesis' 
of nerve physiology and a philosophy of the will. 

His account of his philosophical foundation is altogether too meagre 
for a confessedly philosophical volume of nearly six hundred pages. 
One would gladly have curtailed the long and elaborate discussions of 
the relation of psychology to jurisprudence, to pedagogy, to social 
intercourse, and to some half a dozen other neighbors, in favor of a 
long and rigid chapter in defense of the metaphysics here involved. 
As it is, one gathers that the ultimate reality is will, which freely sets 
up its own aims and values in a realm that is timeless and spaceless 
and inexplicable and incommunicable, that may only be participated in 
and felt. His idealism is thus on or over the verge of mysticism in 
the philosophic sense, although he himself is as eager as ever to com- 
bat what he calls mysticism, meaning in the main the programme of 
Psychical Research. But tenuous and negative as this world of ulti- 
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mate reality seems from the abstract terms in which the author describes 
it (indescribable though it be), the definite acts that he mentions as 
going on there seem concrete and this-worldly enough, being acts of 
affirming and denying, of accepting and rejecting, of honoring, of 
sympathizing with, and the like. Transitive as all these verbs are, 
this ' real ' world itself is declared to have in it no ' objects,' since 
everything is there regarded solely from the standpoint of worth, and 
nothing becomes an object until it is looked at in cold blood as a 
fact to be described and explained. 

But there comes a (logical) time when reality can no longer be 
merely valued and sympathized with, but must be communicated. 
And the only way to communicate it is to regard it as an object and 
to describe and explain it. The Will therefore sets itself the task of 
describing and explaining that which in its very essence will not per- 
mit such treatment. It therefore becomes necessary to resort to arti- 
fice and force. Since reality is indescribable, the will-illustrating 
anew the adage that where there's a will there's a way-makes it 
describable. It takes the world of its own ultimate activity, and 
'works it over' into a form that can be dealt with in a scientific 
manner. It first 'objectifies ' reality, and then adopts the fiction 
that these objects are composed of elements. The physical world is 
consequently treated as a system of atoms, the psychic world as made 
up of sensations, or even still simpler elements called psychic atoms. 
If one asks the author whether the facts warrant this atomic view of 
mind, he acknowledges that his whole conception is absolutely ficti- 
tious; the real mental process is not sensational or atomic in the 
least. He personally, like Mr. Spenlow, would gladly have it other- 
wise, but his wicked partner, Logic, will not listen to the proposal. 
The inexorable Logic demands explanation and description, and de- 
scribe and explain we must even though we have to lie about the 
whole matter. 

How poorly the psychic world when thus ' worked over' into 
sensation really answers the logical purpose by which Professor MiUn- 
sterberg would justify it, can be better appreciated when we have be- 
fore us the distinction he draws between physical and psychological 
facts, and his theory of their interrelation. The more important dis- 
tinctions, after the two orders of existence have been ' objectified' 
and ' transformed,' might be tabulated thus: 

Physical. Psychic. 
observable by many subjects. observable by but one subject. 
spatial. non-spatial. 
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Physical. Psychic. 
temporal. timeless. 
quantitative. non-quantitative. 
non-qualitative. qualitative. 
causally interconnected. without causal interconnection. 
elements all alike. each element unique. 

No very conclusive evidence or argument is offered for giving many 
of these predicates to the mental side. Mental processes evidently 
are ' timeless' only in a Pickwickian sense; they are declared to have 
no duration nor temporal position, but they apparently have rhythmic 
and other temporal forms, and undergo various changes, perhaps, 
however, of a mysterious ' logical' character only, and out of time. 
Causality is denied to things mental because no 'identity' can be 
traced from one to another, as in the physical world. We simply 
have one fact giving place (again, in some curious timeless way) to a 
new fact. The objection to this argument is that in the case of the 
physical occurrence we have no more identity than we care to think 
into the process; there is certainly no observable persistence of an 
underlying substrate. The 'identity' is noted simply by finding 
that the events can be knitted together causally. To say, then, that 
there is no causality in the psychological realm because no identity 
exists in its phenomena is simply to beg the question. Once assume 
that they have causal connection and the identity will take care of 
itself. But, of course, there is in Professor MUnsterberg's psychol- 
ogy, as we shall see more clearly later, no place for identity or causa- 
tion or any other relation, since his whole aim is to work out a system 
of atomism of a most extreme type in which even the relations are re- 
duced to atoms, and consequently disappear. By a strange perversity, 
however, he takes exactly the opposite tack in his argument against 
psychic quantity. Here he argues that even the most loosely con- 
nected process is a unity, and never a compound such as quantity im- 
plies. But in his more consistent exposition he tries to show that the 
process is just an aggregate of sensations, and the so-called ' unity ' is 
merely one more sensation added to the rest. Why the thousands of 
sensations (including, as we shall see, the ' sensation of unity') that 
compose a mental fact should not be called a quantity, passeth under- 
standing. 

Having made the mental and the physical thus mutually contradic- 
tory at every point, and therefore, making the problem of intercon- 
nection ten-fold more difficult than even for Descartes, how is the 
interconnection finally established? It is here, as has already been 
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implied, that the author believes a chief merit of his system lies, since 
it is idealism with room for a thorough-going psycho-physics. In- 
stead of faintheartedly excepting some of our higher processes from 
physical domination, he would out-physiologize the physiologists. 
Not only does every mental process, be it high or low, have its 
nervous correlate, but, as the table has already indicated, the brain- 
side of the operation is the only side on which anything really causal 
occurs. The various mental elements have a kind of make-believe 
causal connection, in that their physical counterparts are causally con- 
nected, but they themselves have nothing of the kind in their own 
right. The true explanation of anything mental is thus always a 
physical one, and the whole stream of mental development, both in 
the individual and in the race, must be accounted for on a purely 
physical basis. In this way the author believes that freedom is assured 
to physiological psychology. We suspect that the physiological psy- 
chologists will prove as unappreciative of the kind of liberty here 
offered them as the most ungrateful Filipino could be. 

For of course an explanation of this kind does not explain. The 
mental occurrence is left in the embarrassing situation of having been 
forced ('for purposes of explanation ') into a world of things ex- 
plicable, and is then denied a priori the very possibility of explana- 
tion. Its fellow psychic phenomena, according to Professor MUnster- 
berg, do not explain it, because there is no causal connection amongst 
them. Its physiological correlate, on the other hand, does not explain 
it, since there is no causal connection between mental and physical. 
To say, finally, that it is 'correlated' with something that is ex - 
plicable is little more illuminating, when closely examined, than if he 
had said it was ' abracadabra ' with the physical. For the correlation 
is not quantitative, and of course not even temPoral, since the psychic 
occurrence has neither duration nor place in time. The relation be- 
tween sensation and brain-process is a ' purely logical' relation (p. 
431). But since the typical logical relation, that of union in a 
judgment, or of the connection of premise and conclusion, is, in Pro- 
fessor MUnsterberg's view, an act in the ultimate world of will, and 
cannot enter the world of description and explanation without being 
' transformed' into sensation, it is indeed difficult to see what he can 
mean by introducing it here. The ' transformed' logical connection 
is just a complex of sensations from the muscles, tendons, and joints. 
It would seem then that this baffling connection between sensation and 
brain-process must itself be a sensation, or else a supersensuous, time- 
less act of will. In the one case we should be as far as ever from a 
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solution of the problem, and should have to devise intermediary ele- 
ments in infinitum. In the other case, we should have taken refuge 
in an apperceptive act belonging to the indescribable world of ulti- 
mate reality; and this the author's psycho-physics abhors. 

Since the mental object is timeless, perhaps a word ought to be said 
as to how it seems to have duration and position in time. This it gets, 
we are told, by being ' introjected ' into the physical stream. It takes 
upon itself the time of the brain process caused by the physical object 
to which the mental occurrence refers. The author does not tell us 
why we have a vivid consciousness of the time of those mental proc- 
esses that do not refer to any physical object at all, so far as we know, 
as for instance the thought of psychic atom, the time of re-occurrence 
of which in my own mind at this moment I could have marked to a 
second. Especially does his theory seem forced when we recall that 
such mental processes are given their time in absolute ignorance of 
what brain-process is involved, and without the possibility of noting 
when it occurred, even did we know its character and place. A more 
roundabout and unconvincing theory of temporal localization could 
hardly be conceived. Nor is this difficulty cleared up by the further 
suggestion that in every psychic phenomenon there is some peculiar 
psychic ' quality' that decides the time to which this phenomenon 
shall seem to belong. Since the psychic event in question seems at 
one moment future, and at the next instant present or past, he has 
immediately to assume that this quality itself undergoes change in 
order to produce this apparent change in time. How the change of 
the psychic quality can itself occur without involving time, he does 
not say. 

And, finally, before leaving the problem of the connection between 
mental process and brain process, it is interesting to note the metaphys- 
ical reason Professor MUnsterberg gives for connecting the sensation with 
just this part of the physical world rather than with some other. For 
since nothing whatever in the physical world really causes the mental 
process, nor is caused by it, nor is even simultaneous with it (timeless 
since it is), it becomes necessary to explain why this peculiar office of 
being quasi cause of mental occurrences should fall to the brain, rather 
than to the heart or foot, or even to the belt of Orion. The argument 
runs in this wise: Something had to be chosen that belonged to the 
physical world and that was influenced by all our objects of perception; 
so far, of course, the heart or even the heavenly bodies, apparently, 
could have met the requirements. But since the mental processes are 
a private possession, and not open to inspection by others, it was 
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necessary, further, that the correlated physical organ should not be an 
object of perception to others, and not even to one's self. Its logical 
appropriateness is consequently the decisive point in favor of the brain; 
it partakes of the nature of the physical world and yet is a hidden 
possession like our consciousness. Here, come to earth again, is 
practically the good old reasoning about the pineal gland and its sim- 
plicity and central position as appropriate to the unitary and unex- 
tended soul. The consciousness of poor Bertino, whose brain was open 
to inspection by Mosso, would, according to Professor Miinsterberg's 
theory, be left without any physical means of support. And the 
transparent jelly-fish must either find some covering for its simple 
nervous system, or give up all claim to a psychic existence. Such an 
a priori ' deduction' of the brain as the organ of mind will hardly 
increase the author's reputation for humor. But leaving out of ac- 
count all these difficulties as to the mode of interrelating the psychic 
and the physical, it is puzzling that the author should call his view 
Parallelism. It is an excellent example of lucus a non lucendo. The 
only apparent kinship his view has with the historic doctrine of Paral- 
lelism is that it is not Interaction. If a geometrical designation were 
needed for the connection of two manifolds so antithetical, it had 
better be called (non-intersecting) Perpendicularism, to indicate that 
the compared lines run at right angles and in different planes. 

The artificial transformation of the world of mind for purposes of 
scientific explanation and description, as thus given, can hardly be 
said to be very successful as far as explanation is concerned. If we 
had resolutely aimed to transform things mental so as to make them 
inexplicable, it is difficult to see what more could have been done. 
We must now consider the success the auther has had in paving the 
way for description and communication, which was the other part of the 
supposed justification for giving his artificial form to the mental life. 

As is well known from his previous writings, Professor Minster- 
berg's psychology has always been atomistic in the extreme. And in 
the present work he does not abate one jot or tittle of his older view. 
" Everything psychic consists of sensations and of nothing but sensa- 
tions " (p. 429). Facts or no facts, he believes we are logically 
compelled to work the mental world over into this form. Will, emo- 
tion, judgment-all must be reduced, willy-nilly, to complexes of sen- 
sations. In those cases where the fact to be reduced is not a sen- 
sation at all, he has not yet given us any rule by which we may decide 
into what particular kind of sensation it should be turned. In case of 
doubt, he himself seems always to give the preference to sensations 
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coming from the muscles, the tendons, and the joints. It would be 
instructive if both psychologists and philosophers would append to their 
works something like the German doctor's Vita, confessing their pet 
aversions and sympathies, and the type of image in which they habit- 
ually think; the reader might then make allowance, as for some known 
probable error. Whether our author has been influenced by an un- 
usually strong motor tendency in his own life it would be impossible, 
without some such confession, to say. But, at any rate, just as his 
philosophy lays stress on the will rather than on reason or intellect, so 
his psychology emphasizes the motor sensations rather than those from 
the higher sense-organs. And while he seems to desire, in the more 
special physiological view which he proposes under the title of Actions- 
theorie, to distinguish between motor reactions and the sensations 
which such reactions arouse, and to admit that perhaps too much has 
been made of muscular sensations and of the sensory process gener- 
ally, yet his psychology is an out-and-out sensationalism, frankly and 
confessedly so. 

He tries to meet the objection so frequently raised against him that 
this view of mind provides only for the constituents, the filling, the 
'matter ' of our consciousness, and takes no account of the con- 
nection, the different kinds of unity, the ' form' which is apparent 
there. So he names quite an array of new species of sensation to meet 
this requirement in his psychology-' sensations of contrast,' of ' transi- 
tion,' of ' unity ;' and no doubt, if pressed to do so, he would find sen- 
sations for all the ten Aristotelian categories. This is interesting tactics, 
but it will never win the day. It is simplyHume's psychology over again, 
requiring some one to show again the Kantian truth that our forms of 
mental connection cannot be reduced to sensation, no matter how good 
our motives are for so doing. Even admitting that we are justified in 
' transforming' white into black and still calling it white, what is it 
that unifies the ' sensation of unity ' with the other sensations to 
which it is supposed to belong? And why should a 'sensation of 
transition ' give a transitional character to other impressions, any 
more than any other sensation, like blue or sour. All these new 
sensations are supposed to be just bare unique qualities like red or 
bitter, and in that case there is no ground for assigning to them, in 
themselves, this peculiar relational r6le, any more than to the colors. 
We hope that in the succeeding portion of his work, Professor Miin- 
sterberg will explain how the self-same motor apparatus can supply, 
like some Hermann from his hat, at one moment just plain sensations 
of movement, and, at the next instant, sensations of ' affirmation ' or 
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'negation,' and then sensations of 'time-value,' and so on. The 
chief error is in supposing that such complex forms as unity and transi- 
tion and affirmation and negation can ever be pressed into the com- 
pass of a single simple quality. We shall next hear of sensations of 
infinitesimal calculus, or of the Weissrnannian theory. To say that we 
cannot have psychology except on these atomistic terms, is as absurd 
as to say that we must give up physics unless we can transform time 
into a kind of matter, and conceive of motion as a molecule having 
an atom of duration joined with two of space. 

One might look with more sympathy on this attempt to reduce all 
mental relation to sensation if it really answered the purpose for which 
it is proposed; if it really made possible an accurate description of 
things. But it defeats its very end. For if there is anything utterly 
indescribable and incommunicable in mind it is sensation. The 
nearer we approach sensation the more we have to give up description, 
and appeal to a person's own experience to know what we mean. In 
dealing with the classic question, as to whether we all mean the same 
by the term red, the author acknowledges (p.334) that his ultimate 
psychic elements, to which he would reduce everything, are indescrib- 
able; but he believes that this is made good by the accurate account of 
the physical process which accompanies the larger mental whole. This 
elaborate ' working over ' of psychic facts in the interest of descrip- 
tion consequently ends in the proposal to give us, not a description 
of any real mental process, nor even of the fictitious substitute for that 
process, but a description of the physical correlate of this fiction which 
we have set up and called by the name of the real mental event. We 
ask for bread and are offered not even a stone, but a bad drawing of 
a stone. 

So that we must say of Professor MUnsterberg's attempt to lay an 
epistemological foundation for descriptive psychology what we said in 
regard to the fitness of his theory for explanatory purposes; if he had 
planned a conception of the mental life that would make it indescrib- 
able, he could not have done better. If the mind needs any transforma- 
tion in order to make it describable, the method to pursue would be to 
make it quantitative and temporal and causal, and to leave in all the 
' form' that it could carry, rather than to clear out all these in the in- 
terest of sensation. As compared with a bare sensation, how much more 
exact is the description and communication of such ideas as ' square' or 
' hour' or ' seven.' There is a peculiar sensational character to these 
ideas no doubt, and this the psychologist must not overlook; but it is 
just because the idea in these instances is so independent, relatively, of 
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the particular sensations entering into the experience, that the most 
significant portion of the idea can be described and communicated. To 
reduce all our highly developed mental constructions to sensations as 
an aid to description would be like running a cathedral through a 
rock-crusher in order to get a good photograph of the building. No 
one can object to a psychologist's finding all the sensations he can in 
even our highest processes, any more than one can object to a chemical 
analysis of the stone in a noble building. But the psychologist must 
find the sensations there, not put them there himself. To substitute 
sensations for things that are not sensations, and to say that for purposes 
of description these sensations are the whole thing-this is to give up 
truth in the interest of a theory. It is worse than to declare that the 
chemist's report on the stone is the only objective account of an 
architectural whole. 

But with this we must close the discussion of this important volume. 
It is a helpful book, in that the author has the courage of his convictions, 
and has been willing to work out the foundations of psychological 
atomism more elaborately than has ever been done before; it helps us 
see to what that theory leads when pushed to its logical conclusion. 
He himself tells us that he expects no general and immediate accept- 
a nce of the details of his system; and in this he will probably not be 
disappointed. The general thesis of his volume, however, that beyond 
psychology lies the wider field of philosophy, and that idealism must 
leave room for a thorough-going empiricism within the limits of psy- 
chology, -many will sympathize with this who cannot subscribe to the 
lesser features of his plan. The author, as was said, calls this a book 
of battle, and, it must be owned, he wages the battle with ardor and 
skill. It has in it besides, a flavor of the German metaphysics of 
the old school, so heartily does the author throw himself into his 
intellectual reconstruction of things, and such implicit faith he shows in 
the application of logic even to the order of nature herself. The book 
has a lordly air toward fact that no American or Englishman, unless 
German-schooled, could ever quite assume. In this respect it seems 
fitting that it should appear in German, though it is to be hoped that 
this and the succeeding parts will be given us in English as well. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. GEORGE M. STRATTON. 

L'origine de la pensee et de la parole. Par MONCALM. Paris, 
Feix Alcan, 1900.-pp. 3I6. 

The present work is another pleasing contribution to a problem whose 
various phases have been investigated and discussed by philologists, 
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